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Are entrepreneurial traits in the DNA?  

➢ It is thought that about ½ of 1% are entrepreneurial 
but no one knows who they are.  Yet up to 50% of 
entrepreneurs are offspring of family businesses

➢ I do believe that traits are ingrained but they need 
to be nurtured.  A family business does that

➢ I started things but I believe that my father had he 
lived would have been a successful businessman

FAMILY BUSINESS
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➢The vision, idea or concept

➢The resources, people, money, technology

➢An ability to handle uncertainty and risk

➢The determination, energy and enthusiasm to 
overcome obstacles, delays, mistakes and the 
doubters

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO START A BUSINESS 
VENTURE
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This is your most valuable attribute – your vision
This is paramount – what do you really

want to do?

➢ It must be yours and you must believe in it

➢Where will you get the ideas

➢Observation, Synthesis and Adaptation

➢Vision – Turning your desire into a viable concept

➢This might not be as easy in a family business as 

there are legacy issues – You need to be a 

“Ghostbuster”.  Spectres of past success haunt 

the principals

THE VISION
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➢Resources – I was a Financial Consultant.  
Learned the trade

➢Whiskey – Student Project at Harvard

MY IDEAS
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➢Between 2 and 4 billion are joining the middle 
class.  They want everything

➢Obvious areas – water, food, resources

➢Opportunities

❖ Food and spinoffs

❖ Water

❖ Tourism and Culture

❖ Knowledge intensive

❖ Energy

WHERE DO I SEE OPPORTUNITIES
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➢Areas were we have either a competitive or 
comparative advantage - our Natural Resources

➢Areas such as Food and Tourism.  Intellectual 
Property and Culture.

➢Within Food – Dairy, Tillage – adding value to 
natural advantages

➢Warning Lights: The above sectors are generally 
dominated by multinational marketing intensive 
oligopolies

OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDIGENOUS 
ENTREPRENEURS
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You Need:

❖Money

❖People

❖Technology

You have advantages here – Doors are open, 
pathways known

You have access to money and people

RESOURCES
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To start: Beg, borrow and whatever

❖Initial capital is often from family and friends

❖Re-mortgage

❖Max your credit cards

❖Seed Capital Initiative

❖Lease and rent

❖Use the many state initiatives

❖EII – the new BES

But remember, to grow you will need long term capital.  
This means you will have to cultivate sources of long 
term capital.

MONEY
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➢ If you are a good leader with a clear vision you will 
get people  to buy in to it

➢You may need a “consigliere” – someone who will 
go along and pick up the pieces.  May be a part 
timer but don’t ignore it.

PEOPLE
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There are many ways to get essential technology

➢Learn yourself

➢Contract it

➢Buy it

➢Employ it

➢Franchise it

TECHNOLOGY
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➢ Risk is the possibility of things not going to plan – this is the 
Known Unknowns

➢ Uncertainty is the Unknown Unknowns

➢ Do you really believe in yourself?

➢ Do you really believe in your idea?

➢ Are you willing to put your commercial life on the line for 
your idea?

➢ Be certain that things will happen which you never ever 
anticipate

If you don’t want to wake up at 4am saying:

“What am I doing?” – become a civil servant

UNCERTAINTY
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➢You need energy because you will be doing many 
things over long periods

➢You need enthusiasm to take you through the 
“Valley of Death”

➢You need determination to take the actions 
necessary to succeed

These may seem strange characteristics

But

➢Be assured things will not go plan.  Projects take 
longer and cost more.

➢Circumstances change, you must change with them.

DETERMINATION, ENERGY, ENTHUSIASM
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➢Increasingly academics talk about “The Exit”.  I 
never set up anything with an exit in mind.

➢Is it to make money – not really.  It is often to prove 
a point.

➢Is it enjoyable – yes, even the bad times are good.  
It is real living.

THE OBJECTIVE
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➢Success is intuition, action, decision and risk taking

➢A business is like a spaceship.  To start you need lots 
of energy to get the creator’s vision started.  The 
impulse from the start will last a while.  When 
change is needed a new vision and new energy is 
required.  That is your job.

➢Ghost structures and habits can be very difficult in 
family business.  Very very hard to change.
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Great expectations
The next generation of family 
business leaders

Teresa McColgan
PwC Dublin



PwC

Why the next generation of family businesses? 
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85%
of start-up companies 
are established with

family money.

$16tn
will be transferred to 
the next generation 

over the next 
30 years.

40%
of family businesses 
will be passed to the 

next generation 
in the next 

5 years.



PwC

Survey identified 
three key ‘gaps’ 
that the next 
generation face

We interviewed over 200 next generation family business leaders in 
21 countries. 

Our inaugural report received much media attention and traction over 
the past few years that we felt the time was right for a follow-up as 
part of our strategy to build global visibility with next gens.

2016 survey – 268 next gens in 31 countries
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Building on the 2014 Next Gen Survey 
Bridging the gap – Handing over the business to the next generation

Generation gap between their experience 
and expectations, and those of their parents

The credibility gap, which they have to 
surmount if they’re to establish themselves

The communications gap, which can arise 
both within the firm, and within the family.



PwC

Next Gen Survey 2016: What’s the story?
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The next gen are ambitious and 
have great expectations.  They 
want to take on a leading role as owners 

and – in some cases – managers of the business.  

More and more focused on how they 
prepare and create the right career 
paths.  They see the critical role that 

experience outside the business will play.  
And are stepping up their governance 
responsibilities with the majority already 
attending board meetings.

The entrepreneurship spirit looms 
large. Many would like to implement 
new entrepreneurial ventures.

Having a strategy for the digital 
world is seen as key. Only half of the 
businesses have ever discussed the 

threat of digital disruption at board level.

Issue of professionalising the 
business features prominently.

The Next Gen are however fearful of 
the time they will spend managing 
family politics when they take over. 

Strong desire to be more than just 
caretakers of the business. Want to 
drive change to ensure future success 

and see geographic expansion and diversification 
as key priorities. 

They want to lean on the current 
generation when they do take over,
but anticipate that the current gen may 

not let go easily.  Once again, this highlights the 
enduring issue of managing the succession 
process successfully from both sides.  
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Key findings 

How they get there

Revolution or evolution 

The digital question 

Professionalising the business  

Sticky baton syndrome 

1

2

3

4

5



PwC

How they get there
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80% said they currently attend board meetings

50% of respondents have shares in the business

70% of next gens worked elsewhere at some point prior to joining the family 
business

60% of next gens are optimistic about managing the company one day

Majority start in a junior role, but work their way up to a senior level

Over 90% have or expect to take on a governance or supervisory role in 
the business
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How they get there (cont’d)

88% say the current generation has confidence in their ability

88% feel they have to work hard to prove themselves 

Only 44% have a clear career path



PwC

Diversification and new ventures are on the agenda 
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60%

59%

47%

69%
Bring in experienced non-family

managers to help modernise/
professionalise the business

Take the business into new
geographic markets

Diversify into new products
and/or services

Establish a new entrepreneurial
venture to run alongside

Q: If you were running the business today which (if any) of the following would be key things you would implement, to ensure the success of the business going 
forward?

Base: all expecting/hoping to manage/be in a senior role in future=193

Key things next gens would like to implement



PwC

Majority see benefits of bringing non-family 
professionals into the business

Slide 29

69%
Would like to bring in 
experienced non-family 
managers to help 
professionalise the 
business

rising to…

74%

Among businesses 
with non-family 
already on the 
board

60%

Have non-family 
members on the 
company’s board

83%

For those not expecting to manage the 
company, the vast majority anticipate the 

company being managed 
by (non-family) professionals instead

90%

Agree it’s a good idea 
to bring non-family 

members into some key 
positions in the company



PwC

Next gen want to lean on the current gen when taking over, 
but are concerned about time managing family politics

I would value continued 
support from the current 

generation when I take over

The current generation will 
want to stay involved after 

handing over

Will be difficult for the 
current generation to 

fully let go when I take over

I’m worried that I will need to 
spend time managing 

family politics

4%

8%

15%

28%

Base: who expect/hope to manage the company=163

Q: How much do you agree or disagree with each statement on a scale of 1-5? 

80%

61%

52%

91%

Change
since 2014Taking over the business: plans and expectations

Disagree Agree

30

0%

+5%

-3%

+16%
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The Female 
perspective

31
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The female perspective 
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$15.9bn

44% v 67%

1 in 5

30% v 55%
30% of these women are at board level compared 

to 55% of men

Total turnover of companies these women represent

Expect to manage one day

Don’t believe they have the same chance of 
succeeding

Views of  female next gen family business leaders



PwC

10 golden rules for ambitious next gens

Slide 33

▪ Get outside experience first ▪ Insist on a proper appraisal

▪ Try before you buy ▪ Handle change with care

▪ Only take a role you’re suited 

for

▪ Communicate, Communicate, 

Communicate

▪ Be aware of your own 

behaviour

▪ Ensure succession is a 

process, not an event

▪ Don’t put pressure on 

yourself

▪ Enjoy it!
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Succession – Strategic Options
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Key Messages:

Succession is Predictable

- It’s never to early to start planning for it

1

Distinguish Management Succession 
Planning and Ownership

2

3 There are Options

- But they may take time to effect 



Advisory & Specialised 
Finance
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▪ Appoint an experienced corporate finance advisor
▪ Trade buyers vs. private equity
▪ Banks may provide a staple financing package to support the sales

process
▪ Preparation is key!

Sell 
Scenario

Succession 
Scenario

▪

Growth 
Scenario

▪ Finance is available to finance expansion e.g. entry into new markets,
development of new products, capacity increases, acquisition
opportunities etc.

– Equity
– Senior debt, leasing, overdrafts, invoice discounting etc.
– Subordinated financing (e.g. Mezzanine finance)

▪ Dividend recapitalisation may be possible depending on business
valuation

▪ Corporate debt (Senior debt &/or Mezzanine finance), leverage finance
product

Financing Options



Advisory & Specialised 
FinanceContacts
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Name: Ronan Burke
Title: Head of Mezzanine Finance

Tel: +353 1 641 4323    
Mob: +353 86 046 6061
E-mail: ronan.p.burke@aib.ie

Name: Howard Mahon          
Title: Mezzanine Finance            

Tel: +353 1 641 8370
Mob: +353 86 102 8417
E-mail: howard.a.mahon@aib.ie

Name: Adrian Dunne
Title: Mezzanine Finance

Tel: +353 1 641 4553
Mob: +353 86 011 0054
E-mail: adrian.p.dunne@aib.ie

Name: Finlay McFadyen
Title: Head of Specialised Finance, SSU

Tel: +353 1 641 4384    
Mob: +353 87 973 5840
E-mail: finlay.s.mcfadyen@aib.ie
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Companies Act 2014

The New Forms of Limited Liability Company and 

How to Convert

June 2016



What is the Companies Act 2014?

17 Acts 

40 Statutory Instruments

14 Years

1,400 Sections

“Principal objective is to restructure, 

consolidate, simplify and modernise 

company law in Ireland”
Minister Richard Bruton, TD, Dáil Eireann 23 April 2013



Main Innovation

▪ Existing private companies

become LTD or DAC

▪ Company does not convert by

end of transition period –

defaults to a LTD

▪ Places LTD at the centre of

company law for the first time



Timing

▪ New law applicable from 1 June

2015

▪ Transition period for conversion of

existing private limited companies

of 18 months began 1 June 2015

▪ Transition period ends 30 November 2016



New Company Types

LTD
Minimum of one director

Simple constitution

Unlimited legal capacity

May dispense with AGM

No public offers of debentures or 
shares

Name to end in “limited” or “ltd”

DAC
Minimum of two directors

Memorandum and Articles of 
Association

Legal capacity limited by objects 
clause

Must hold AGM where multi-member

May list debentures on debt market

Name to end in “designated activity 
company” or “dac”



LTD or DAC?

▪ Majority of companies will become 
LTD

▪ BUT certain companies cannot be a 
LTD:
- credit institutions and insurance 

undertakings

- debentures listed/admitted to trading

- where members demand the company 
be a DAC

▪ Companies may wish to maintain 
objects clause



Converting to a LTD

“Old” Private Limited Company

Special resolution 
of the members

Directors prepare 
constitution and 

deliver to members 
and CRO before the 

end of the 
transition period

Default to a LTD at 
end of transition 

period

Company Limited by Shares (LTD)



Converting to a DAC

“Old” Private Limited Company

Ordinary 

resolution of the 

members within 

15 months

Special 

resolution of the 

members 

thereafter

Designated Activity Company (DAC)

Directors resolve to 

re-register if

members serve 

written notice OR if

company has 

debentures 

admitted to 

trading/listed

Court 

order



Taking action

▪ Existing private company limited by shares to take action

▪ If becoming a LTD, benefit from early application of the new regime

▪ Do not wait until default conversion

− Directors in breach of obligation to convert

− Not clear what provisions in M&A have been disapplied

− Outdated references to old acts

▪ During transition period the DAC rules apply for 18 months (until 
switch)

− During 18 month transition period, ‘opt in’ and become a LTD (30 November 
2016)

− During the first 15 months, ‘opt out’ and become a DAC (31 August 2016); or

− Do nothing, and be deemed to be a LTD (1 December 2016)



Other New Provisions

▪ Directors’ compliance statement 

(PLCs and large companies)

▪ Documentation of loans

▪ Summary Approval Procedure



Directors’ Compliance Statement

▪ All PLCs and large companies with:
− turnover >€25 million and

− balance sheet >€12 million

▪ Directors acknowledge responsibility for company compliance with “relevant
obligations” – in annual financial statements

▪ Relevant Obligations:
− serious Companies Act offences (Category 1 and 2)

− serious prospectus, market abuse and transparency offences

− tax law

▪ Directors confirm they have or explain why they have not:
− drawn up a compliance policy statement

− appropriate arrangements and structures to secure compliance

− conducted review during financial year of those arrangements



Documentation of Loans

▪ New evidentiary requirements introduced for loans between directors 

and the company where not in writing

▪ Take steps now to record terms of loans

▪ Make sure terms are clear and unambiguous

Director as borrower

Presumed to bear interest

Presumed to be 
repayable in full on 

demand

Company as borrower

Presumed not to be a loan

Where proved to be a 
loan, presumed:

(i) not to bear interest, 

(ii) to be secured

(iii) To be subordinated 



▪ Relevant for:

− Financial assistance for acquisition of own shares*

− Reduction of company capital*

− Variation of share capital

− Mergers*

− Voluntary winding up

− Use of pre-acquisition reserves

− Loans to directors

▪ SAP allows transactions without court involvement, but requires:

− Shareholder approval – 75% (save mergers  100%)

− Directors’ declaration regarding activity & financial impact, reasonable grounds

− For certain activities, auditor’s report e.g. capital reduction

▪ Directors – personal liability for debts of company

Summary Approval Procedure (SAP)

* Not available for PLCs



Questions?

Carol Eager
Associate
D:  + 353 01 4896578 

E:  carol.eager@williamfry.com



Family Business Workshop

Facilitated by Prof Finian Buckley 



Family Business Case Study

• Dunnes Waste Management (DWM) founded by Dermot Dunne in 
1985;

• 100% owned by Dermot and wife Rita;

• Now employs 80 staff;

• Located in Athlone, operates in all Ireland. 

• 3 children – Brian, Catherine, Fergal - in the business;

• Number of cousins, nephews, nieces in the business.



Family Chart

Dermot, 61
Founder

Rita, 59
Wife

Brian, 37

Single

Master in Business
In DWM since 2003

Head of Ops

Fergal, 32

Married, new-born 
baby, wife is an auditor

Degree in Business
In DWM since 2014

Sales director

Catherine, 35

Married, no children

Degree in Economics
In DWM since 2007

Finance manager



Organisational Chart

CEO
(Dermot)

Head of 
Ops

(Brian)

Ops 
Director

Ops 
Director

Ops team (50+)

HR 
manager

Head of 
Finance

Finance 
mngr

(Catherine)

Accounts 
team (5)

Head of 
Commerce

Sales 
Director
(Fergal)

Marketing 
& comms 

mngr 

Sales & commerce 
team (10)

Marketing 
team (2) 



Scenario 1

Issue:

What happens when your child simply 
doesn’t have the passion for the 

business?

Scene by: Dermot (father) and Fergal (son)



Scenario 1

Summary: 

Dermot (founder, CEO, father) really wants for his children to be 
involved in the business and take over as equal partners one day. 

Fergal (youngest son) works in the company and appreciates what 
his father had done for him over the years, however because of his 
entrepreneurial spirit and his passion for hospitality business 
Fergal’s long term ambition is outside the family business of Waste 
Management.

Please advise Dermot and Fergal of the best way forward.



Scenario 2

Issue:

Sibling rivalry 
Retaining family talent

Scene by: Dermot (father) and Brian (son)



Scenario 2

Summary:

All three children have senior positions in the business, but their attitudes to 
work differ greatly. This is most apparent when looking to brothers Brian and 
Fergal. 

For Brian Dunnes Waste Management is a career, a lifestyle, he is presumed to 
take over as CEO. For Fergal this is merely a job, he comes in, does a good job 
and leaves at 5pm. With a young baby his life work balance is his priority. 

Brian is frustrated that not only in his opinion Fergal is ungrateful to his dad for 
the opportunity but also two brothers’ are paid and remunerated equally and 
dad looks for them to become equal owners one day.

Please advise Dermot, Brian, also Catherine (sister) and Fergal.



Scenario 3

Issue:

Cousin promoted over family member  
Education vs experience

Scene by: Gerry (distant family) and Brian 
(son)



Scenario 3

Summary

Gerry who is a distant cousin worked in the business for years, straight out of 
school. He has no formal education other than a leaving cert but is a great 
worker and has been in almost every role and department over years and knows 
the company inside out. He is also very loyal to Dermot.  

When Head of Commerce – who was Dermot’s right hand man and traditionally 
seen as second in command – retires, Dermot decides to promote Gerry to the 
role. 

Brian is not particularly happy that a person with no education and a distant 
relative rather that a family member is promoted to be second in command. 

Please advise Gerry, Brian and Dermot.



Scenario 4 

Issue:

Caretaker CEO 
Successor not ready to take over

Scene by: Dermot (family) and Brian (son)



Scenario 4 

Summary:

For Dermot the company is his fourth child. He has built it up from scratch, with 
long hours, with sweat and tears.  He does dream for this to be his children’s 
company one day, but in reality has had no succession conversation (it is 
generally assumed that Brian might be the one to take over). He also has no 
retirement plan or indeed a wish to let go. 

However an illness and treatment that followed made him and his wife Rita to 
have another look at their life and priorities. Rita has finally persuaded Dermot 
to step back. 

Dermot decides to ask his long standing friend, adviser and an experienced 
businessman Albert to take over as a caretaker CEO as he does not think Brian is 
ready. Brian is ambitious, educated and experiences and disagrees with this.  

Please advise Dermot and Brian.
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Stay Connected

www.dcu.ie/centreforfamilybusiness

familybusiness@dcu.ie

+353 1 700 6921 

@DCUCFB




